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An old article about BVCC recently came to our attention.
This article, based on an interview with John Ruehle, appeared
in the Weekly Vista, February 10, 1999, and was scanned and
added to our archives in July 2023 from a laminated copy of the
article borrowed from Gail Ann Ruehle Slinkard, daughter of
John Ruehle and a resident of Bella Vista.

John Ruehle (1920-2005) was heavily involved with BVCC
during its formative years and served as BVCC President for six years from September 1994 thru 
August 2000.

This article quotes John Ruehle about BVCC's creation in 1988.  The historical records currently 
retained by BVCC only go back to 1995, when BVCC became more formally organized as an Arkansas
non-profit corporation and an IRS 501(c)(3) organization.  When asked for the origin date of BVCC we
usually give the 1995 origin date of the corporation, as we lack documentation on BVCC's earlier 
years.

According to this article, in 1999 classes were conducted by BVCC in a computer lab at the Gravette 
High School after school hours, with General Meetings at the First United Methodist Church of Bella 
Vista.  

Based on a pictures we have of John Ruehle
standing in front of a "John Ruehle Center" and
Board Minutes from 2000, in November 2000
BVCC established a Training Center at 1493 Forest
Hills Blvd and named it after John.   From the
physical resemblance with the building in the
picture, the building that Google Street View shows
as "1485 Forest Hills Blvd" is a closer match, but
the building Google shows for "1493" is clearly
marked by a "1493" sign.  That suggests either
addresses on this part of Forest Hills have been
renumbered since 1999 or the building appearance
of "1493" has been altered.   

The exterior sign used at that training center ("Bella Vista Computer Club, John Ruehle Center") was 
preserved and was moved inside our Training Center after the Training Center was moved to Highlands
Crossing Center in 2004.  General Meetings continued to be held in Becker Hall of the First United 
Methodist Church until November 2007, at which time General Meetings were moved to a Community 
Room at the Highlands Crossing Center.  Then in December 2016 our General Meetings moved to our 



present location in Room 1001 of Highlands Crossing Center, when Village House expanded into the 
old Community Room.

In 2023 it is hard to imagine a BVCC with the 1999 membership of 500 - 600 members and 200 
members at a general meeting, but times were different then.   In 1999, those people who did have 
Internet access were mostly using very slow dial-up access over telephone lines, at best 56Kbps (that's 
0.056 Mbps), or even half that speed if you had an ISP that didn't yet support the latest $200 dial-up 
modems introduced in 1998.  Google was in its infancy.  There was much less useful information or 
tutorials about computer-related topics available on the Internet, and what was there was harder to find.
Access was too slow to support tutorial videos, or even large images.  

Computer clubs played a much more essential role back then, not only in education and training, but in 
sharing information and software downloads and other items of interest via CDs that would have been 
difficult for everyone individually to find or download.  Much had changed by 2006-2007, and BVCC 
membership was substantially reduced by more than half, to around 231.  Our Training Center, 
providing Help Clinics and classes, have managed to keep BVCC relevant when other computer clubs 
with only  monthly meetings have died.


